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Feel your 
absolute best




Add premium CBD to your daily routine to tackle your health needs.





SHOP NOW
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Read our impeccable reviews:
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431 Verified Reviews












Are you a healthcare professional or retailer looking to offer the best in wellness?









Learn More
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Lean into Love and Relief.




Take care of your health and share your love.




When you have relief, you are in the right mindset to do anything.










SHOP NOW


















When you swallow CBD  
only 6% is absorbed into your body
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We solve the problem.









We use advanced technology 
and unique delivery systems to 
get more CBD into your bloodstream!





Learn More





















Precise Solutions for Targeted Problems
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                            Pain Reduction

                            Our CBD for Pain may help to ease and prevent chronic pain. 

                                                                                    
                                See our solutions 
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                            Calm Down Easily

                            Our CBD for Anxiety may help you feel calmer and more grounded.

                                                                                    
                                See our solutions 
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                            Sleep Better 

                            Our CBD for Sleep may be the solution you need for a more restful night’s sleep. 

                                                                                    
                                See our solutions 
                            

                                                    

                    

                


        








    
        Trusted By Healthcare Professionals
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                        I have been advising patients to use PhenoLife CBD products for the last 2 years. They have a wide product range of exceptional quality to suit my patients’ needs, helping them achieve excellent results and an improved quality of life!                    

                    Dr Andrew Agius

                    MD MSc EDPM | The Pain Clinic

                

            

                        









Are you a healthcare professional interested in Phenolife?




Learn how our products can offer a novel, affordable solution for your patients.





Get in Touch










Our Most Trusted Solutions
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					PhenoGel Capsules

				
				
				$46 – $49

				
				Select options
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					PhenoPatch

				
				
				$49

				
				Select options
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					PhenoPen Starter Kit

				
				
				$69

				
				Select options
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					PhenoPen Refill Cartridges

				
				
				$29 – $99

				
				Select options
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					Psoriasis Treatment Cream

				
				
				$39

				
				Add to basket
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					Redness Relief Cream

				
				
				$45

				
				Add to basket

			















Take a Look at What Customers Are Saying about PhenoLife

















Dedication to Quality
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PREMIUM NATURAL INGREDIENTS






PhenoLife seeks the highest quality ingredients for all of our products, giving consistent and potent results.
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SUPERIOR BIOAVAILABILITY






Each PhenoLife product is designed for the best bioavailability on the market, letting more CBD be absorbed with each capsule, patch, or puff.
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CONSISTENCY & TRANSPARENCY






PhenoLife products are subject to rigorous QA protocols during manufacturing and are tested by independent labs to prove purity.
















We Care About Your CBD Experience




Are you considering using CBD for the first time? 
Are you an experienced CBD user but have never used our specific products before? 
We would love to answer any questions you have to make sure your first experience with us is a great one!





Talk to Our Experts
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CBD BASICS




About CBD




Learn About CBD and find answers.





What does CBD do?

CBD interacts with your endocannabinoid system, which is responsible for regulating bodily functions like appetite and mood. It also is a proven anti-inflammatory, making it a great choice for helping to manage chronic pain like Crohn’s disease, arthritis, or other disorders that cause inflammation. 








Is CBD safe for me?

Research has shown that CBD is overwhelmingly safe to use, though research is ongoing to examine the effects of long-term use. It’s essentially impossible to dangerously overdose on CBD (though taking too much can make you feel uncomfortable), and unlike other cannabinoids, like THC, CBD has no intoxicating effect. This means it’s safe to use during the day or while driving a car.




However, you should always talk with your doctor if you have specific concerns of how CBD might affect you, or if you are currently taking other prescription medications.








What is the best way to take CBD?

There’s no objective, best way to take CBD. Instead, you’ll need to take a look at the available options and see which product might be the best fit for. If you’re not sure where to start, here are some easy factors to consider when choosing a product for yourself:




Patches: Provide consistent, even dosing with high bioavailability, since CBD does not pass through your bloodstream.




Inhaler: Provides quick, potent dosing through inhalation, with high bioavailability since the CBD does not pass through your bloodstream digestive tract.




Capsules: Provide convenient, precise dosing. While some CBD will be lost in your digestive system, our unique pill design helps to protect the majority of the CBD until it reaches your bloodstream. 








Why should I use PhenoLife products?

Phenolife products set themselves apart through their superior absorption. Whether you’re using a vape pen, patches, or gel capsules, each product is designed to provide superior bioavailability, which means more CBD getting into your bloodstream without needing to take enormous doses. 
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                Join our email list for educational articles & exclusive promotions.

                
                                        


 





















                

            


                    

    


    
        
            
                
                                        
                    
                        Customer Satisfaction is our #1 priority.

                        Our goal is to create products that enhance our customers' quality of lives and are easy to use.

                    

                    
                         Have any questions before you purchase?

                        Have any product-related questions after?

                        CONTACT US
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With innovative delivery systems and proven formulations, PhenoLife products help customers around the world.
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                    Unit 2, Blackthorne Point Blackthorne Road SL3 0DA, Poyle, United Kingdom 

 Knezova Ulica 1, Ljubljana 1000, Slovenia                     Do NOT send returns to these addresses.

Contact us first for returns. 


Wholesale inquiries? Contact wholesale@pheno-life.com
                

                        +386.59028222
                        service@pheno-life.com
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            Disclaimer: These products are not intended to be used by or sold to persons under the age of 21. These products should be used only as directed on the label. They should not be used if you are pregnant or breastfeeding. Consult with your healthcare provider before use if you have a serious medical condition or use prescription medications. A Doctor's advice should be sought before using this and any supplemental dietary product. These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any medical condition. These statements have not been evaluated by the FDA.
By using this site, you are agreeing to the Privacy Policy and Terms & Conditions printed on this site. 

MabsutLife D.O.O. Registration number 8198489000. Date of incorporation: March 29 2018


        

    









 

	
	







































































